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Next meeting 

4 April 2019 in Canberra 

 

Contributors: Thanks to Dr 

Rhyll Vallis, Dr Stuart Pearson 

& Dr Louise Osborne 

 

The Public Sector 

Australia could play a leading role in the regulation of the new media giants Google and 

Facebook (after the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission released draft 

recommendations aimed at supporting journalism as a public good, protecting our 

privacy and limiting the ability of media companies to manipulate the news that’s 

served up in news feeds and search results.) 

Here is an OECD survey on the future of jobs (to take.) Methodology. 

This paper provides a new methodology for setting social security payment levels.   Here 

is a suggestion for tax reform: replace company tax with cash flow tax. 

A new UK think tank report on how people moving jobs too quickly in the civil service is 

costly and damages trust at all levels. 

This paper shows a decline in trust in government (satisfaction in democracy has more 

than halved in a decade and trust in key institutions and social leaders is eroding.) ‘By 

2025 if nothing is done and current trends continue, fewer than 10 per cent of Australians 

will trust their politicians and political institutions – resulting in ineffective and illegitimate 

government, and declining social and economic wellbeing.’ 

This article speculates about a ‘Chinese world order’ circa 2049. China is now the 

second-largest performer in terms of R&D spending, on a country basis, and accounts for 

20 percent of total world R&D expenditure, with the rate of R&D investment growth 

greatly exceeding that of the U.S. and the EU. 

This speculates about the future of fact – i.e. answering:  How will society change when 

we can no longer believe what we see, hear, or think? 

Government procurement: the scale and nature of contracting in the UK reveals that 

four departments – the Ministry of Justice (MoJ), the Department for Transport (DfT), the 

Department for International Trade (DIT) and the Department for Environment, Food and 

Rural Affairs (Defra) spent more than half of their entire budgets with external suppliers 

last year. 

COAG issued a National Drought Agreement that sets out a joint approach to drought 

preparedness, response and recovery. It replaces the Intergovernmental Agreement on 

National Drought Program Reform. 

The world needs to find a new global consensus fashioned similarly to the Paris Climate 

Agreement to address an increasingly problematic food system. And, from 2018 a global 

system needs to be developed to assess cascading hazards. Researchers should go 

beyond calculating the statistics of extreme droughts, floods and wildfires in isolation and 

delve into their interactions with natural and built environments. 

German data scientist Andreas Schleicher, the architect behind the PISA test, wants to 

prepare kids for the age of AI by emphasising what makes us uniquely human. So he’s 

using PISA to assess abilities in creativity, empathy, and collaboration (here.) 

Next 10 years: ‘The future of governance is not only about the technocratic capacity to 

make rules (even if they are machine readable rules), but also our ability to construct 

new social legitimacy for all and by all.’ 

ICYMI: The utilisation of social science research in policy development and program 

review – ARC Linkage Project Report, Institute of Social Sciences Research, University of 

Queensland. 

ICYMI: In 2016 the Treasury Board directed departments and agencies to devote a fixed 

proportion of programme funds to experimenting with new approaches. An Innovation & 

Experimentation Team was set up in the Treasury Board to provide some central support. 

 

 

January – February 2019 

Five EU scenarios 2025 (here too) 

 

 

Next Meeting  

TBA April 2019 in Canberra 

http://www.ajasn.com.au/
http://theconversation.com/digital-platforms-why-the-acccs-proposals-for-google-and-facebook-matter-big-time-108501?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Latest%20from%20The%20Conversation%20for%20December%2011%202018%20-%201182610757&utm_content=Latest%20from%20The%20Conversation%20for%20December%2011%202018%20-%201182610757+CID_7bbd98dbab7a99161dbbbd63c33c900d&utm_source=campaign_monitor&utm_term=Digital%20platforms%20Why%20the%20ACCCs%20proposals%20for%20Google%20and%20Facebook%20matter%20big%20time
https://oecd-futureofjobs.org/methodology
http://csrm.cass.anu.edu.au/research/publications/optimal-policy-modelling-microsimulation-methodology-setting-australian-tax
http://theconversation.com/heres-a-long-term-budget-fix-that-would-boost-investment-replace-company-tax-with-cashflow-tax-108347?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Latest%20from%20The%20Conversation%20for%20December%2019%202018%20-%201190410845&utm_content=Latest%20from%20The%20Conversation%20for%20December%2019%202018%20-%201190410845+CID_006dca6e450ed7b5fd1744c24b6f11ad&utm_source=campaign_monitor&utm_term=Heres%20a%20long-term%20budget%20fix%20that%20would%20boost%20investment%20replace%20company%20tax%20with%20cashflow%20tax
https://www.instituteforgovernment.org.uk/publications/moving-on-staff-turnover-civil-service
https://www.democracy2025.gov.au/documents/Democracy2025-report1.pdf
https://foreignpolicy.com/2018/12/07/a-preview-of-your-chinese-future/
http://bruegel.org/2017/08/china-is-the-worlds-new-science-and-technology-powerhouse/?utm_content=bufferb51c4&utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter.com&utm_campaign=buffer+(bruegel)
https://qz.com/is/what-happens-next-2/1389722/future-of-fact/
https://www.instituteforgovernment.org.uk/publications/government-procurement
file:///C:/Users/Kate/Documents/national%20drought%20agreement.pdf
https://qz.com/1523891/its-time-to-launch-a-paris-climate-agreement-for-food/
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-06783-6
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-06783-6
https://qz.com/1540222/how-changing-the-pisa-test-could-change-how-kids-learn/?utm_source=email&utm_medium=daily-brief
https://medium.com/@UNDPEurasia/7-lessons-3-big-questions-for-the-next-10-years-of-governance-65bbafacb662
https://issr.uq.edu.au/files/2893/EBP%20Project%20Summary%20Report.pdf
https://issr.uq.edu.au/files/2893/EBP%20Project%20Summary%20Report.pdf
mailto:https://www.canada.ca/en/innovation-hub/services/reports-resources/experimentation-direction-deputy-heads.html
https://visegradinsight.eu/social-media-engagement/
https://visegradinsight.eu/central-european-futures/
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Read 

   

 

*click on image to be taken to the actual document or an access related link  

 

file:///C:/Users/Kate/Documents/Democracy2025-report1.pdf
file:///C:/Users/Kate/Documents/rural-clean-energy-report.pdf
file:///C:/Users/Kate/Documents/AI_Narratives_Report.pdf
https://www.csiro.au/en/Research/EF/Areas/Energy-storage/Battery-recycling
https://www.lloyds.com/news-and-risk-insight/risk-reports/library/technology/networked-world
https://www.rand.org/pubs/tools/TL261.html
file:///C:/Users/Kate/Documents/state of climate 2018.pdf
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1118504240?ie=UTF8&camp=213733&creative=393177&creativeASIN=1118504240&linkCode=shr&tag=amz0e61-20&linkId=NMJEPSXR57BNQ2IC&s=books&qid=1545639056&sr=1-1&keywords=innovation
https://www.themandarin.com.au/103190-reinventing-state-and-local-government-digital-services/
https://apo.org.au/node/218816?utm_source=APO+Subscribers&utm_campaign=35e225fada-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2019_02_10_11_19&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_1452ee3b6b-35e225fada-84231145&mc_cid=35e225fada&mc_eid=344f76da1b
http://www.iftf.org/fileadmin/user_upload/images/ourwork/digintel/IFTF_MapLight_Principles_and_Policies_to_Counter_Deceptive_Digital_Politics_02122019.pdf
http://www.oecd.org/gov/innovative-government/embracing-innovation-in-government.pdf
https://blogs.bmj.com/bmj/2019/02/13/richard-smith-most-devastating-critique-medicine-since-medical-nemesis-ivan-illich/
https://parlinfo.aph.gov.au/parlInfo/download/publications/tabledpapers/05886011-c77c-4d20-a276-2d8a586e2d68/upload_pdf/basin-plan.pdf;fileType=application/pdf#search=%22publications/tabledpapers/05886011-c77c-4d20-a276-2d8a586e2d68%22
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/working-paper/2018/climate-change-and-the-macro-economy-a-critical-review.pdf
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https://nas-sites.org/dels/studies/cdr/
https://www.amazon.com/Model-Thinker-What-Need-Know/dp/0465094627
https://s3-ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/ad-aspi/2019-02/Agenda for change 2019.pdf?IaiAv5C4VmK0kAuTSgQi6aNWPQMZP88N
https://medium.com/@marksstorm/random-finds-2019-week-9-on-the-robots-are-stealing-our-jobs-theory-what-a-corporation-might-6a71efcc2cda
http://www.nlgn.org.uk/public/wp-content/uploads/The-Community-Paradigm_FINAL.pdf
https://blogs.ec.europa.eu/eupolicylab/tag/future-of-migration/
https://wriorg.s3.amazonaws.com/s3fs-public/creating-sustainable-food-future_0.pdf?_ga=2.148128564.2065926891.1549860398-1026054616.1549860398
https://storiesfrom2045.com/
https://apo.org.au/node/220741?utm_source=APO+Subscribers&utm_campaign=b4910ca6a8-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2019_02_19_11_10&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_1452ee3b6b-b4910ca6a8-84231145&mc_cid=b4910ca6a8&mc_eid=344f76da1b
https://apo.org.au/sites/default/files/resource-files/2019/03/apo-nid223781-1336726.pdf
https://app.box.com/s/w4bi4pp9pgy0alcg4kmcmaq4g8bg8g0r
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The Public Sector (cont’d) 

Regulatory systems are struggling to cope with the nature & speed of technological change. This new NESTA 

report shows how regulators and governments can get better at anticipating change. 

A new framework for measuring public value has four key components. Four domains to measuring public 

value according to the researchers are. 1. Outcome achievement. The extent to which a public body is 

improving publicly valued outcomes across a wide variety of areas. This can include social, economic, 

environmental and cultural outcomes. 2. Trust and legitimacy: The extent to which an organisation and its 

activities are trusted and perceived to be legitimate by the public and by key stakeholders. 3. Service 

delivery quality: The extent to which services are delivered in a high‐ quality manner that is considerate of 

users’ needs. These will be maximised when service users are satisfied, and when they perceive the services to 

be accessible convenient and responsive to their needs. 4. Efficiency: The extent to which an organisation is 

achieving maximal benefits with minimal resources. It is expected to be high when the benefits provided by 

an organisation are perceived to outweigh the costs, when unnecessary bureaucracy is avoided and when 

an organisation is perceived to offer value for money. 

 

Agriculture (& food) 

The OECD launched a new agriculture web presence. Start by reading four key stories on understanding the 

global food system. They also published a dozen new policy briefs that explore different topics and make 

recommendations to policy makers. 

Paper on Meat analogues: considerations for the EU. Policymakers in the EU need to respond to new 

production methods and products in plant-based ‘meat’ and cultured meat. The decisions that they take 

now – on the regulation, labelling and marketing of meat analogues, for example – will have a significant 

influence on the industry’s direction and pace of growth. 

New research prepared by the International Livestock Research Institute for the World Economic Forum’s 

Meat: the Future dialogue series looks at the role of the livestock sector in developing and emerging 

economies to 2030 and beyond.  

Timothy Wise’s new book [Eating Tomorrow: Agribusiness, Family Farmers, and the Battle for the Future of 

Food. New Press, New York, 2019] argues that most solutions currently put forward by government, 

philanthropic and private sector luminaries are misleading. (Also here.) 

Digital flavours: Cutting edge developments at the intersection between flavour science and artificial 

intelligence are poised to revolutionise global food systems (e.g. machines learning tech that can predict 

flavour pairings.) This might impact food related innovation, health, nutrition and environmental impact (e.g. 

radically optimise flavour formulation and product development.) 

Infectious disease outbreaks in plants are a major threat to the world's ecosystems, agricultural crops and 

food trade. Research led by mathematicians has identified a way to model disease progression and predict 

the 'tipping point' of a disease, providing early warning indicators that an epidemic is imminent and action 

needs to be taken. 

The U.S. is still the world’s biggest agricultural exporter but The Netherlands is in second place. Throughout 

much of the Midwest, U.S. farmers are filing for chapter 12 bankruptcy protection at levels not seen for at 

least a decade, a Wall Street Journal review of federal data shows. Weak antitrust law enforcement & 

oversight by the U.S. Department of Justice has allowed a handful of firms to amass enormous market, 

economic, and political power over global seed supply. 

The UAE plans to be among the top 10 food secure nations by 2021 the Minister of State for Food Security told 

a forum discussing the governing of future risk at the World Government Summit (WGS) 2019. 

A study in Journal of Hydrology X describes three different roles water plays in maintaining or disrupting the 

resilience of a system: water can be the “source” of resilience which maintains important functions of an 

ecosystem, it can be the “victim” of change caused by for instance land-use change and pollution or it can 

https://media.nesta.org.uk/documents/Renewing_regulation_v3.pdf
https://www.anzsog.edu.au/resource-library/news-media/how-do-we-measure-public-value
http://newsletter.oecd.org/c/1FipS1Zjc0qzIC0xXoMeTwI4
http://newsletter.oecd.org/c/1FipU4J5zX1d9L6huu6p0aZx
http://newsletter.oecd.org/c/1FipU4J5zX1d9L6huu6p0aZx
http://newsletter.oecd.org/c/1FipYacElQcu23hKyEKJdtyt
https://www.chathamhouse.org/sites/default/files/2019-02-18MeatAnalogues3.pdf
https://www.weforum.org/whitepapers/meat-the-future-series-options-for-the-livestock-sector-in-developing-and-emerging-economies-to-2030-and-beyond
https://thenewpress.com/books/eating-tomorrow
https://thenewpress.com/books/eating-tomorrow
http://www.ipsnews.net/2019/02/agribusiness-problem-not-solution/
https://onlinexperiences.com/scripts/Server.nxp?LASCmd=AI:4;F:QS!10100&ShowUUID=5EE8022B-3FA6-43CD-8DF8-F3672FAC3F39&AffiliateData=MS4-Mailshot-DOF19_FNA
https://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2018-12/nu-ei121818.php
https://www.ozy.com/acumen/where-is-the-worlds-next-meal-coming-from-the-netherlands/91295?utm_source=dd&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=02132019&variable=c823deaa3285d3706f7798d80d0b0c56
https://www.wsj.com/articles/this-one-here-is-gonna-kick-my-buttfarm-belt-bankruptcies-are-soaring-11549468759
https://civileats.com/2019/01/11/the-sobering-details-behind-the-latest-seed-monopoly-chart/
http://gulftoday.ae/portal/ccddf40a-c843-446c-b304-d3af4f06855f.aspx
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2589915518300099?via%3Dihub
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also be the “driver” of change, causing significant damage through for instance droughts or floods. 

(Hydrology X is a new open access journal. A second new open access journal is Water Research X.)1 

Researchers have pioneered a new method which allows them to rapidly recruit disease resistance genes 

from wild plants and transfer them into domestic crops. 

A Lancet commission report hit out at the vested interests of the food industry and its role in obesity and 

undernutrition as well as climate change. Unease about the influence of big corporations on public health 

was also highlighted by a study on the political power of Coca-Cola in the US and protests in the UK over a 

child health body receiving sponsorship from baby-formula companies. Is it time to start giving Big Food the 

same treatment as Big Tobacco? The Food in the Anthropocene: the EAT–Lancet Commission on healthy 

diets from sustainable food systems was published In January.  Here are eight takeaways. Discussion here too. 

A paper in Science Advances found that concentrations of essential nutrients decreased in 18 strains of rice 

after being exposed to increased carbon dioxide levels in an experiment. The study was the first to show that 

B vitamins like riboflavin, which helps your body break down food to make energy, and folate, which is 

important for fetal development, dropped by as much as 30 percent. In this related article a broader story 

about nutrient decline in food is told. 

A study says that fluoxetine, a commonly used antidepressant i.e. Prozac, can alter hormone levels and blunt 

stress responses in an exposed embryo and its descendants (exposure during early development, for three 

generations of offspring in zebrafish.) 

A fisheries researcher (US) found that oyster aquaculture operations can limit the spread of disease among 

wild populations of oysters. The findings are contrary to long-held beliefs that diseases are often spread from 

farmed populations to wild populations. 

Fish populations are declining as oceans warm, putting a key source of food and income at risk for millions of 

people around the world, according to new research. The study found that the amount of seafood that 

humans could sustainably harvest from a wide range of species shrank by 4.1 percent from 1930 to 2010. It’s 

1.4 million metric tons of fish from 1930 to 2010. 

Every animal pulled from the deepest part of the ocean had plastic in its gut.  

This research says that cultured meat is not prima facie climatically superior to cattle; its relative impact 

depends on the availability of decarbonized energy generation and the specific production systems that are 

employed. 

In Missouri legislators enacted a new statute to limit how companies use the word meat on food labels or in 

advertisements. The legislation is being challenged in the courts. (Here too.) 

The Ellen MacArthur Foundation released a report about a circular economy redesign for the food industry, 

where food is produced locally as much as possible, is nutritious and regenerates ecosystems and where 

waste and pollution are eliminated. Called Cities and Circular Economy for Food.  

The people who hold the most extreme views opposing genetically modified (GM) foods think they know 

most about GM food science, but actually know the least, according to this research. 

Researchers (U.S. Department of Agriculture Agricultural Research Service) report in the journal Science that 

crops engineered with a photorespiratory shortcut are 40 percent more productive in real-world agronomic 

conditions.  

A growing number of supermarkets sell food without packaging in an effort to reduce the toll of plastic on the 

environment i.e. ‘Zero-Waste’ Grocery stores. 

 

Great resource: From University of California San Francisco on the connections being made between tactics 

taken by the tobacco industry and other corporations that influence public health, particularly on the issues 

                                                           
1 The entire editorial board of the Elsevier-owned Journal of Informetrics resigned in protest over high open-access 

fees, restricted access to citation data and commercial control of scholarly work. The same team is launching a new 

fully open-access journal called Quantitative Science Studies. The journal will be for and by the academic 

community and will be owned by the International Society for Scientometrics and Informetrics (ISSI). It will be 

published jointly with MIT Press. 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/journal/water-research-x?utm_medium=SORG&utm_source=TW&dgcid=STMJ_1547045361_CALLP_OACON&utm_campaign=MCRED_PS_TW_Agriculture&sf205666402=1
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41587-018-0007-9
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(18)32822-8/fulltext
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/1468-0009.12368
https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2019/jan/28/british-child-health-experts-under-fire-over-baby-milk-sponsorship-royal-college-of-paediatrics
https://www.thelancet.com/commissions/EAT
https://www.thersa.org/discover/publications-and-articles/rsa-blogs/2019/01/the-eat-lancet-commission-report-my-favourite-eight-take-aways
https://eatforum.org/lancet-commission/everyone/
http://advances.sciencemag.org/content/4/5/eaaq1012/tab-pdf
https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/observations/vanishing-nutrients/?utm_source=EHN&utm_campaign=ec95a7227f-Science_saturday&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_8573f35474-ec95a7227f-99015061
https://www.pnas.org/content/early/2018/12/05/1811695115
https://phys.org/news/2018-12-oyster-aquaculture-limits-disease-wild.html?utm_source=nwletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=daily-nwletter
http://science.sciencemag.org/content/363/6430/979?rss=1
https://www.globalcitizen.org/en/content/mariana-trench-animals-plastic/?utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=share&_branch_match_id=631978865387838331
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fsufs.2019.00005/full
https://www.senate.mo.gov/18info/pdf-bill/tat/SB627.pdf
https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2019/01/you-can-now-be-fined-and-jailed-for-calling-this-meat/?utm_source=mj-newsletters&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=food-for-thought-2019-01-06
https://www.motherjones.com/food/2019/01/you-can-now-be-fined-and-jailed-for-calling-this-meat/
https://www.ellenmacarthurfoundation.org/assets/downloads/Cities-and-Circular-Economy-for-Food_280119.pdf
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41562-018-0520-3
https://phys.org/news/2019-01-scientists-shortcut-photosynthetic-glitch-boost.html
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/innovation/rise-zero-waste-grocery-stores-180971495/?utm_source=smithsoniansciandnat&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=201902-science&spMailingID=38929891&spUserID=MTc4OTc4OTEyMTE0S0&spJobID=1461780894&spReportId=MTQ2MTc4MDg5NAS2
https://www.mitpressjournals.org/loi/qss
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of food, climate change and pharmaceuticals. The Food Industry 

Documents Archive contains documents from the food industry related 

to their advertising, marketing, regulatory activities, and scientific 

research. 

 

Defence (National security, Emergency Management & Defence)  

This paper looked at: perceptions about the false alarm ballistic missile 

warning that occurred in Hawaii (United States) in January of 2018, to 

identify what kind of behaviour or actions people took upon receiving 

the warning, and to identify what situational or contextual factors are 

related to perceptions and behaviours. 

With $60 and a few fake Facebook accounts, researchers were able to 

identify service members in a military exercise, track their movement, 

and even persuade them to disobey orders. 

European military thinking has to embrace the political and economic 

cultures of African and Arab countries. 

The oversight of U.S. military’s food suppliers called into question after a fraud indictment (here.) 

Dealing with China’s potential decline could prove just as challenging as its rise (& here.) Countries in China’s 

neighbourhood are pulling out, reviewing or scaling down Belt and Road projects.  

Germany's IT watchdog – the Federal Office for Information Security (BSI) says it has seen no evidence 

Huawei could use its equipment to spy for Beijing, news weekly Spiegel reported Friday. All three of Germany's 

main mobile network operators use infrastructure provided by Huawei. The Chinese firm is also the brand 

behind some of Germany's most popular mobile phones 

Can we predict when and where a crime will take place? Not yet. 

This new study evaluates the impact of online campaigns to counter violent extremism. 

The US will stop sharing intelligence with countries that use Huawei hardware in their core communication 

systems, US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo has said. Britain, New Zealand, and Germany have all signalled 

they may be willing to continue using Huawei gear as they prepare their infrastructure for the arrival of 5G. 

Pompeo’s remarks are a major escalation in tensions between the US and its allies over the role of Huawei. 

More than 48 rear admirals, generals + officers who worked under USA presidents all the way back to 

Eisenhower weigh in on attempts to re-review the National Climate Assessment, warning that it’s “dangerous 

to have national security analysis conform to politics.” 

 

Economy 

There is growing evidence that the USA trade wars are affecting the US economy. 

A report, A New Circular Vision for Electronics, Time for a Global Reboot, is available here. 

Article: Socialist utopia 2050: what could life in Australia be like after the failure of capitalism?  

A January 2018 Accenture report titled “Reworking the Revolution” estimates that new applications of AI 

combined with human collaboration could boost employment worldwide as much as 10 percent by 2020. 

Japan finds a huge cache of scarce rare-earth minerals but they will be difficult to extract (below the 

seabed.) Federal Labor has called for Australia's abundant lithium resources to be kept onshore to boost local 

manufacturing for batteries, which in turn would support renewables. 

From the Ellen McArthur Foundation: ‘The circular economy is based on three principles. First, waste and 

pollution are designed out. This means the negative impacts of economic activity that cause damage to 

human health and natural systems are eliminated. This includes factors such as the release of greenhouse 

gases, the use of toxic and hazardous substances, the pollution of air, land, and water, and the landfilling and 

incineration of waste. Second, products and materials are kept in use. This means favouring activities that 

preserve the most embedded energy, labour, and materials. Examples include designing for durability, reuse, 

https://www.dni.gov/files/ODNI/documents/National_Intelligence_Strategy_2019.pdf
https://bigthink.com/strange-maps/richest-cities-in-africa
https://www.industrydocumentslibrary.ucsf.edu/food/
https://www.industrydocumentslibrary.ucsf.edu/food/
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2212420918305077?via%3Dihub
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2212420918305077?via%3Dihub
https://www.wired.com/story/nato-stratcom-catfished-soldiers-social-media/?CNDID=55545786&CNDID=55545786&bxid=MzIxODMyMzIyNzA4S0&hasha=c823deaa3285d3706f7798d80d0b0c56&hashb=217865a6a3ac6f7aa33d5cc3013a81827ecc3e86&mbid=nl_021919_daily_list3_p2&source=DAILY_NEWSLETTER&utm_brand=wired&utm_mailing=WIRED%20NL%20021919%20(1)%20remainder&utm_medium=email&utm_source=nl
https://www.defensenews.com/outlook/2018/12/10/friends-of-europe-founder-allied-militaries-must-adapt-to-face-the-threat-beyond-moscow/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2018/12/08/oversight-us-militarys-food-suppliers-called-into-question-after-fraud-indictment/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.439a7060dd44
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/11/29/opinion/china-rise-series-declining-economy.html
https://www.vox.com/world/2018/12/12/18137363/china-rise-decline-usa-xi-trump
https://www.ozy.com/fast-forward/why-chinas-marshall-plan-is-scaring-the-neighbors/90914?utm_source=dd&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=12152018&variable=c823deaa3285d3706f7798d80d0b0c56
https://phys.org/news/2018-12-evidence-huawei-spying-german-watchdog.html?utm_source=nwletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=daily-nwletter
https://t.co/XAKENsMf3n
https://t.co/g0IJ2x0bWR
https://go.technologyreview.com/e2t/c/*VWJ4kC7xx-v7W2-75Pb2kS9dx0/*W1MHtLc4n0sJjW8j2d-P1XjPg90/5/f18dQhb0S1W973F0FpW12gSMr61KJ80W52Rzd-16bwzGW6Tx7-21G7467W3VrBwQ3S0SJdW5ww_TV29yQg4W3-0JTY2ST_N2W4-pSHG8Sg08rN4NPMS9ByXs6W37lQKk16Gm65W6Y19Kz89Gp91W42QPdr7TjlpSW5twvc_48HZ52W8MPHMd6NwZzYW8mj8Fw2xW7qMVh-cQv63-t5XW1vfz5Y3kHWzfW1tSTR83-rYbWW7hsPdK8Vrc4hN607B_K2llLTW30SSnJ4NpcNtW2wCmtl61Fhq8W2YlP_w6LB3C4W16lWtF1frjzJW58hVl64X34b8W1PgPMJ6LPmLwW378-Y81L9JLPW1rnDjl3p8_zVW31BsGM5Sg7nHW64lMSg6mJHSZW3NcHmC6kWLhCW6pgkQV2cLS7zW5vSwbc42YjhvMsXMmDYynRxW5S6yZb6qpvV7W2j73_b84WcxvW3dZ2MV7jtzFQN5Q5Xv8Lnc59VgTc_v6X616BW1VS0qV3kvhDQW3xh2jd7K7YSVW2pzW3b2bfqZRW4pvTRw8cLDvfW68cxGr88KFfCW58MX7F8zc5xJW97yPNz7G3S2BW2CvN3T5dvVFYW76czDK6WpzzNW8S15Dy18W0gNN2gR9CLVdsvlW9k2hpl7h7dVHW8rwbgp1BM5dRW3XyYrx9cg_hvf2K5KY502
https://go.technologyreview.com/e2t/c/*VWJ4kC7xx-v7W2-75Pb2kS9dx0/*N8l2v-65YGKyVvz1zl1vP8_m0/5/f18dQhb0S1Xn2k8ZZ2N12NW31j5KqCN1x2rNlQLKP8W5WV-Wx2p6D7TW7-GHzx2RwZVVW5cD7w199r6kdW89cztJ6h4-5RVVtYjY2lDm13W1BcXNh76Sd4RN9cWZMq_v8pVW8YyXCZ8smD2BW8VrsLt4Wdpq_W316k_K3YQT17N2CQ41QC8c74VwhfHV83DykrW7kFdTR3WW5lYN1981VcLQ49pN2pvb5M484dRW3CTDmx3Slf0sW45wFqj5hJdFJW2BF67z3cVKVrN12nwjd12S8fW2FHDjk4rYT5DW1kh4fw1kfKcyW4jyQP38ZZjn7W3v0H115BbnHxW7tDVW-1dKkL-W47N4PF57tv_TW74XbPH6xvDSdVKbS5h23TGj_W3CvGkF1BvVVwW2_sPK26Bn9MFVrvs2z4Hmf_3W5dJ4yv60qhqzW5kjc0M44Hf9fW29XQtR8GTJbsW5L5pch5Ps4YvW5PhWY54y1WrfW8ByZJR4WDDqyW5N60L34L-CssW2m3wF56Kc-02W2b6Z5b8y6wt9W6w8VCQ5zQCJkW7tWlys4kX0ftW3vBC0G7Cc6-pW3_Kj6H8--zDBW7cxwvs5lDbtBW408NFH495v6sW60BrgS6SSnZrW3WZgSy1MBjpNW4H03fS1CklVlW9k6Trk7dmr1CW8_2P8w6ymybkW6Tjx1V35Hn2Df8VZSL-11
https://go.technologyreview.com/e2t/c/*VWJ4kC7xx-v7W2-75Pb2kS9dx0/*W3Xj3W44Fky5bVWRDpl87J4-50/5/f18dQhb0S1W96v3BxHW12dMZm5VRw8hW6rZLSh47grY-W5mNK2z7KS23wW5-hdwc2cNPlcW2MX28T2SFDn2W4wwghD64DBJ1W4Qxqsc6Mtj8KW4gbkgQ3mMGm3W2S7DX14gg9t4W8836dX5tyrNWN6gDPkWQxdNKW6p073L7V6x6LW2BYrrq6d3XzrW1H5RJ_1Wb_6sN1chq4XlyyVqW624VKJ5ZKkjXW6xpYCC6KjZyHVbwQL475yrn8W3d7PG02TpmvPW2J4Yz61fxmH-VD_2nY76YM9CW19ftby4L264MW3tNSbd4TcFM6W82KQMv6tyyLjN2FWsTblx8dkW2qmKDl7R7nYXW2qpGHz69yzqSW5FB8kC795l4lW4r9P5v52kc3kW5XkSVQ1x32mFW1gbpz46FQjHnVNYprr4YXGZyW66lJDz8Cbns2W2CypNJ4khg0dW5wgGxh2-DvjKW7g_4zv9h86WSW4lyRnl6h11N8W5jzywz6Q9n6BW4xrSPc8Lb58pW6D4VX67V87M1W7W2hlS1lcGrbW8ZCMRh6TPj5MW8S6hb44xpSPmW25zkrf6GNWMpW5gqPSP6vPvH9W2wRTL33lrHfWW2kwyR7958ZjrW9661t48tLT_1W6_dfD59lszyKN9g3Tzz-81KhVw59tN9k7PX5f2hfgkc02
https://go.technologyreview.com/e2t/c/*VWJ4kC7xx-v7W2-75Pb2kS9dx0/*W19z4VT5BfPMmW4F73SH8w5gKm0/5/f18dQhb0S3j16tRhGFN12dK9kF2Dc5W1rcxlT50nfXGW2Py09l7Mt69wN6GNNRNMF8TqW9cQtf191vSjbW1Wk0b711NT44W8lKGcr3gtwWsW82Y_RZ4J-PRZW7CDd_q6Q-glcW89C0Wf2k_5L5W7Lkg458ycW9MVS-ybj8sYctRN2lxps8TgLqHW2SzZXp3492FfW5JTYcR71K-VLV94zLQ2FBMT6W5c7jHs3LQCGmVVGpdW12gK1KW3yTR842TWzBxW5Xt_jK37_HdSW3qbXV426Q5DBN1psThY157twW1DWC5N2LGKLnVpjJlT2YBRx6W7R1XHs3nVx5MV1x2K03DvwD0W6clkCT5R153DW7HhgJ370k9K6Vlbjpt543HPqW9bvNQb6zvFsLW7TqrCS3kjgrBW6pB1_S5ZjHVdW1_nXfs7gssWNW2D5p5P7YtzwZW5_c5Xx7wmjkJW8FMWrn5LYBDtW7yFZtc9jQXwXW6CdQSn4kkrBsW3bsdT23JJyZ0W8CMgWm8lR2BMW67R9k12K-G9JW1YvfCN2pyQPwW7fyTNY48tqdyW4L83x81zDGQSW5-DHRz43_M-BW84ZjJx7ZshQ1VzK1fN4npqF_W6z8WJN1rMKymW375tZz6TYX0xf2zK75702
https://www.washingtonpost.com/climate-environment/2019/03/05/white-house-plans-counter-climate-change-will-erode-our-national-security-former-officials-warn/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.2491243eac9e
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-03-04/evidence-grows-that-trump-s-trade-wars-are-hitting-u-s-economy
https://www.weforum.org/reports/a-new-circular-vision-for-electronics-time-for-a-global-reboot
https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2019/jan/17/socialist-utopia-2050-what-could-life-in-australia-be-like-after-the-failure-of-capitalism?CMP=soc_568
https://www.accenture.com/t20180124T125137Z__w__/us-en/_acnmedia/PDF-69/Accenture-Reworking-the-Revolution-Jan-2018.pdf
https://bigthink.com/technology-innovation/japan-rare-earth?rebelltitem=1#rebelltitem1
https://www.sbs.com.au/news/labor-eyes-local-lithium-battery-industry?cid=news:socialshare:twitter
https://www.eib.org/en/essays/the-virtuous-circle
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remanufacturing, and in the last resort recycling. Third, natural systems are regenerated. This entails, for 

instance, deploying agricultural practices that not only avoid degrading soil, but actually rebuild soil health 

over time.’ 

Older workers or perennials, are now the fastest-growing population of workers, with twice as many seniors as 

teenagers currently employed in the US. In the 30-year span from 1994 to 2024, workers aged 55 and older will 

go from being the smallest segment of the US working population to the largest, according to the US Bureau 

of Labor Statistics. Other industrialised nations are seeing similar trends; in Japan and South Korea, the 

workforce is aging even faster. 

One of the largest credit rating agencies in the U.S. is warning cities and states to prepare for the effects of 

climate change or risk being downgraded. In a new report, Moody's Investor Services Inc. explains how it 

assesses the credit risks to a city or state that's being impacted by climate change — whether that impact be 

a short-term "climate shock" like a wildfire, hurricane or drought, or a longer-term "incremental climate trend" 

like rising sea levels or increased temperatures. This paper discusses resilience in natural resource systems i.e. 

why/how some primary industries face high risk of tipping points (social-ecological.) 

PG&E bankruptcy has been called the first climate-change bankruptcy (Probably not the last) in this article. 
Global business leaders have identified the potentially catastrophic effects of climate change as by far the 

greatest long-term risk facing the world, in a hard-hitting report released by the World Economic Forum 

ahead of its 2019 annual meeting in Davos. The Global Risks Report, which represents the views of business, 

academia and government, warned that the world was "sleepwalking into catastrophe" in its failure to 

produce and implement adequate policies to address the problem. 

California's largest power company, PG&E, filed for bankruptcy, citing “the significant increase in wildfire risk 

resulting from climate change among its reasons. PG&E bankruptcy has been called the first climate-change 

bankruptcy (Probably not the last) in this article. 

One of the largest credit rating agencies in the U.S. is warning cities and states to prepare for the effects of 

climate change or risk being downgraded. In a new report, Moody's Investor Services Inc. explains how it 

assesses the credit risks to a city or state that's being impacted by climate change — whether that impact be 

a short-term "climate shock" like a wildfire, hurricane or drought, or a longer-term "incremental climate trend" 

like rising sea levels or increased temperatures.  

Munich Re reported that: Around 40 events in Australia and Oceania caused overall losses of approximately 

US$ 1.5bn, of which US$ 540m was insured. On 20 December, a hailstorm in Sydney caused insured losses of at 

least US$ 200m, making it one of Australia’s ten largest hail losses of all time. Smaller losses were incurred in 

Australia and New Zealand from cyclones, storms, wildfires and flash floods. Overall losses from individual 

events, such as the earthquake in Papua New Guinea in February, and Cyclone Gita on Tonga, remained in 

the low hundreds of millions of dollars. 164 people lost their lives in the region, the majority of them in the 

earthquake on Papua New Guinea.  

The Public Policy Forum (Canada) issued a report following an 18-month Consultative Forum on China. The 

report recommends a strategy of increasing engagement, starting with sectoral trade agreements in less-

controversial sectors that don’t involve technology transfers and security concerns, such as agri-

food (including fisheries), forestry, natural resources, insurance and wealth management, clean-tech, life 

sciences, engineering services, tourism, education and research.  

Wales appointed the world’s first – and only (so far) – future generations commissioner with statutory powers 

to represent the unborn citizens of Wales. 

 

https://qz.com/work/1476842/the-future-of-work-will-be-shaped-by-an-aging-workforce/
https://blog.dol.gov/2016/11/18/why-more-people-ages-55-are-working
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2018/05/making-the-most-of-asia-s-aging-populations
https://www.moodys.com/research/Moodys-Climate-change-is-forecast-to-heighten-US-exposure-to--PR_376056
https://www.preprints.org/manuscript/201902.0125/v1
https://www.wsj.com/articles/pg-e-wildfires-and-the-first-climate-change-bankruptcy-11547820006
https://www.weforum.org/reports/the-global-risks-report-2019
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2019/01/14/pge-file-bankruptcy-following-devastating-california-wildfires/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.0e5c18d8ba90
https://www.wsj.com/articles/pg-e-wildfires-and-the-first-climate-change-bankruptcy-11547820006
https://www.moodys.com/research/Moodys-Climate-change-is-forecast-to-heighten-US-exposure-to--PR_376056
https://www.munichre.com/topics-online/en/climate-change-and-natural-disasters/natural-disasters/the-natural-disasters-of-2018-in-figures.html
https://ppforum.ca/publications/diversification-not-dependence-a-made-in-canada-china-strategy/
https://www.ppforum.ca/project/canada-china-forum/
http://futuregenerations.wales/
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Environment

 

 

Image source: ‘This paper provides a general framework aimed at integrating geophysical and 

archaeological approaches to observing, identifying and interpreting the full range of anthropogenic 

geomorphic features based on their structure and functioning, both individually and as components of 

landscape-scale management strategies by different societies, or “sociocultural fingerprints”.’ 

A UN Environment Frontiers report explores emerging environmental issues facing the world, from scientific 

innovations to options for climate change adaptation. 

Concentrations of pharmaceuticals in rivers and lakes have 

significantly increased across the globe over the past 20 

years, according to a new study . 

Research suggests that fatal, prion-based conditions like 

chronic wasting disease are visible in the eye's ‘fluorescent 

signature.’ But more money is needed to build a tool that 

would work in the wild. 

Scientists have found new evidence that the Atlantic 

Ocean's circulation has slowed by about 15 percent since 

the middle of the last century. If it continues to slow, that 

could have profound consequences for Earth's inhabitants. 

(Earlier studies suggest it would mean much colder winters 

and hotter summers in Europe, changing rainfall patterns in 

the tropics, and warmer water building up along the U.S. 

coast that can fuel sea level rise and destructive storms.) 

This paper (here) says that achieving the Paris Agreement’s 

aim of limiting average global temperature increases to 1.5 

http://www.ecotope.org/people/ellis/papers/tarolli_2019.pdf
https://www.unenvironment.org/resources/frontiers-201819-emerging-issues-environmental-concern
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-9326/ab0071
https://newfoodeconomy.org/chronic-wasting-disease-zombie-deer-retina-scan/?utm_source=New+Food+Economy+Subscribers&utm_campaign=ae73a60fde-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2019_02_26_07_46&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_75a28a0eaf-ae73a60fde-511595637
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-018-0007-4
https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/2018PA003341
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41558-019-0400-5
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°C requires substantial changes in the land system. However, individual countries’ plans to accomplish these 

changes remain vague, almost certainly insufficient and unlikely to be implemented in full (esp. if emissions 

reductions don’t occur.). Also we need to acknowledge overly optimistic assumptions about policy (image 

might be useful to consider where other policy lags occur.) 

The erratic motion of the north magnetic pole (from Canada towards Siberia) is forcing experts to update 

model that aids global navigation.  
As climate change fuels more intense and frequent wildfires, the number of people who die in the US from 

inhaling wildfire smoke could more than double by 2100, jumping from 15,000 premature deaths per year to 

40,000 by the end of the century. 

Distributed, DIY geoengineering scheme appears technically feasible and this could lead to rogue 

geoengineering activities. 

When the Australian government relocated Martu hunter-gatherers from their Western Australia lands in the 

1960s, no one could have predicted the massive impact their absence would have on the desert ecosystem. 

A new study found that in the decades when the Martu were taken out of this food web, the ecosystem 

shifted significantly, with increased wildfires, reduced biodiversity, and the growth of invasive species — 

including the camels now wreaking havoc in Australian deserts. Comparing the 1960s food web to the 

modern food web — and showing all species as nodes on a network — demonstrates that the Martu were 

the “knitters” of their ecosystem, and that their removal had devastating results.  

This research identified two types of cascading effects for ecological regime shifts (e.g. from forest to 

savanna.) One-way interactions occur when the occurrence of a regime shift can affect the drivers of 

another, like a domino effect. Two-way interactions occur when there is a circular pathway (a hidden 

feedback) that can couple both regime shifts affecting each other. Domino effects and hidden feedbacks 

are thought to cause structural dependence between regime shifts. They are compared with the case of 

driver sharing, which can produce correlations but are independent. This analysis says migrant remittances 

can reduce the potential of local forest transitions (social-ecological regime shifts.) 

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) OECD Environmental Performance 

Reviews: Australia 2019 was released on 30 Jan 2019. A paper on ‘Environmental policy evaluation in the EU: 

between learning, accountability, and political opportunities?’ This opinion piece argues that environmental 

impact assessments (around the world) aren’t protecting the environment. 

There is enough room in the world’s existing parks, forests, and abandoned land to plant 1.2 trillion additional 

trees, which would have the CO2 storage capacity to cancel out a decade of carbon dioxide emissions, 

according to a new Swiss analysis. Eight years’ worth of data suggest that the more diverse the forest, the 

greater the accumulation of carbon. Haiti looks as though it will soon become entirely devoid of biodiversity 

as the Caribbean country approaches 100 per cent deforestation.  

A paper ‘E. Jones et al. The state of desalination and brine production: A global outlook’ says technology 

meant to help solve the world’s growing water shortage is producing a salty environmental dilemma. 

Desalination facilities, which extract drinkable water from the ocean, discharge around 142 billion litres of 

extremely salty water called brine back into the environment every day. That waste product of the 

desalination process can kill marine life and detrimentally alter the planet’s oceans. 

This opinion piece comments on rewilding in Australia (i.e. we need to do rewilding differently.)  

A paper on ‘Environmental policy evaluation in the EU: between learning, accountability, and political 

opportunities?’ Two studies claim that more than 200 peer-reviewed climate science papers are fatally 

flawed & the result of political pressure from climate contrarians (study 1, study 2.) 

A research team used the power of open-access databases and machine learning to predict the 

conservation status of more than 150,000 plants (study) i.e. to identify species that were likely at risk of 

extinction (here too.) 

A large scale expansion in bioenergy crop production could be just as detrimental to biodiversity as climate 

change itself, according to this research.  

EPA (USA) science adviser allowed industry group to edit journal article “In a regulatory purpose, you really 

want all the members of the committee to be perceived as impartial and free of conflict of interest.“ 

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-019-00007-1
https://e360.yale.edu/digest/climate-change-could-double-deaths-from-wildfire-smoke
https://www.technologyreview.com/s/612953/climate-activists-with-cheap-balloons-could-create-a-diy-geoengineering-nightmare/
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10745-019-0053-z
https://www.juanrocha.se/publication/cascadingrs/
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-9326/aaf0ee/meta
https://apo.org.au/node/83588
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/environment/oecd-environmental-performance-reviews-australia-2019_9789264310452-en;jsessionid=DQOvwKIJx63rlhyIwTUdgmjP.ip-10-240-5-49
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/09644016.2019.1549782
https://ensia.com/voices/environmental-impact-assessment/
https://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2019-02/ez-pcc021119.php
https://www.the-scientist.com/the-literature/diverse-forests-are-better-at-accumulating-carbon-65109?utm_content=81144945&utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter&hss_channel=tw-18198832
https://www.pnas.org/content/115/46/11850
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0048969718349167
https://theconversation.com/we-can-rewild-swathes-of-australia-by-focusing-on-what-makes-it-unique-111749?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Latest%20from%20The%20Conversation%20for%20February%2027%202019%20-%201246311505&utm_content=Latest%20from%20The%20Conversation%20for%20February%2027%202019%20-%201246311505+CID_ee5b29a9ac3cb4263460cbc79cf7e4be&utm_source=campaign_monitor&utm_term=We%20can%20rewild%20swathes%20of%20Australia%20by%20focusing%20on%20what%20makes%20it%20unique
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/09644016.2019.1549782
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-9326/aaf342/meta
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-9326/aaf372/meta
https://www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1804098115
https://psmag.com/environment/can-machine-leaning-help-plant-conservationists
https://www.pnas.org/content/early/2018/12/05/1807745115
https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2018/12/epa-science-adviser-allowed-industry-group-edit-journal-article
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One-third of the ice in the Himalayas and Hindu Kush mountains will be lost due to rising temperatures by the 

end of the century, even if nations take aggressive measures to decrease greenhouse gas emissions, 

according to a report by more than 200 scientists. 

A new report in Nature compares carbon emissions from 343 cities around the world, including 64 in the 

United States. The study standardises the results of cities' self-reporting into an analysis of emissions per-capita 

in an effort to determine which emissions reduction strategies work best. It highlights emissions from industry, 

agriculture, waste and wastewater treatment, transportation, and building stock. 

In the journal Nature, journalist Jeff Tollefson recently 

offered an overview of the climate challenge and the 

progress that’s been made so far. A Vox writer boiled it 

down to three key graphics, adapted from Tollefson’s 

piece (which you should read). Here is the first one: 

Cloud loss could create a climate feedback loop that 

raises temperatures 8°C. Simulation (model) is new and 

needs to be replicated. (Paper.) 

A study suggests that the current rate of CO2 absorption 

(by land) might not last. If land reaches a maximum 

carbon uptake rate, global warming could accelerate, 

with important consequences for people and the 

environment. 

This research shows that as warming brings earlier spring 

rains in the Arctic, more permafrost thaws, releasing more 

methane in a difficult-to-stop feedback loop.  

An international meeting of Botanic Gardens managers 

has learnt that up to a quarter of the plants being grown in their gardens are not expected to survive global 

warming (held in Victoria, the world’s first Botanic Gardens Climate Change Summit.) 

Climate change is causing significant changes to phytoplankton in the world's oceans, and a new MIT study 

finds that over the coming decades these changes will affect the ocean's color, intensifying its blue regions 

and its green ones. Satellites should detect these changes in hue, providing early warning of wide-scale 

changes to marine ecosystems 

Interesting paper: social media posts reveal humans are subject to ‘boiling frog’-type sentiments as the 

climate warms. 

There is enough room in the world’s existing parks, forests, and abandoned land to plant 1.2 trillion additional 

trees, which would have the CO2 storage capacity to cancel out a decade of emissions, according to a 

new analysis.  

An article Wordly Strategy for the Global Climate in the Stanford Social Innovation Review (Fall 2018) discusses 

how each of three sectors – public, plural and private – tends to favour a different approach to address the 

problem of climate change. (See here too.) The article suggests (based on their review of 12 initiatives) that 

all of these initiatives add up to a collection of separate strategic positions more than a consolidated 

strategic perspective. Climate change has no invisible hand to reconcile differing perspectives. Each may 

contribute in its own right, but the synergy that could be had by working together is lost. So the planet 

continues to warm. (Worse is when the sectors themselves work at cross-purposes.)2  

                                                           

2 ‘Orchestrated Planning in the Public Sector   In the public sector, we found an inclination to favour orchestrated planning: climate 

change initiatives in government tend to be centrally directed, analytically driven, and strategically deliberate. This is usually 

enacted in top-down fashion: to pledge, plan, and police, from the political leadership to the civil service, and then out to the 

broader population. Orchestrated planning can use central controls, such as regulations and decrees, or rely on incentives to 

encourage desired behaviours. 

Grounded Engagement in the Plural Sector   Plural sector associations tend to favour grounded engagement. Here the initiatives 

develop from the tangible experiences of learning in action—bottom-up. Think of this as thousands of flowers blooming, many 

planted in the soils of local communities, usually in response to local concerns. 

https://link.springer.com/book/10.1007%2F978-3-319-92288-1
https://www.nature.com/articles/sdata2018280#f5
https://go.redirectingat.com/?id=66960X1516588&xs=1&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.nature.com%2F
https://go.redirectingat.com/?id=66960X1516588&xs=1&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.nature.com%2Farticles%2Fd41586-018-04931-6
https://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2018/4/30/17300946/global-warming-degrees-replace-fossil-fuels
https://www.quantamagazine.org/cloud-loss-could-add-8-degrees-to-global-warming-20190225/
https://www.quantamagazine.org/cloud-loss-could-add-8-degrees-to-global-warming-20190225/
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-018-0848-x
https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1029/2018GL081274
https://psnews.com.au/2018/12/10/climate-fears-grow-at-botanic-gardens/
https://phys.org/news/2019-02-surface-ocean-shift-21st-century.html?utm_source=nwletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=weekly-nwletter
https://www.pnas.org/content/early/2019/02/15/1816541116
https://e360.yale.edu/digest/planting-1-2-trillion-trees-could-cancel-out-a-decade-of-co2-emissions-scientists-find
https://ssir.org/articles/entry/worldly_strategy_for_the_global_climate
http://www.mintzberg.org/blog/pppps-for-climate-change
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The Centre of 

Excellence for 

Environmental Decisions 

released its last 

magazine (64 pages) 

canvassing 

environmental decision 

science.  There are 

chapters on decision 

analysis, building 

models, prioritising 

investments, valuing 

information, adaptive 

management, long-

term monitoring, 

influencing policy, 

marine collaboration 

and the social 

dimensions of decision 

science. CEED funding 

has ended so there will 

be no further issues.  

*First-ever* February Category 5 typhoon https://cimss.ssec.wisc.edu/goes/blog/wp-

content/uploads/2019/02/190225_himawari8_infrared_Wutip_anim.mp4  

 

Foresight  

Here are four scenarios on the future of museums. Each describes one version of the year 2040 that poses 

distinct strategic challenges.3 Our Bright Future Idealists and pragmatists work together to build a sustainable 

world. Fragmentation Underground activists fight for equity, privacy, and economic reform. A New Equilibrium 

Making the best of a world that’s a lot like today only more so. Wild Times In which social service non-profits 

save the day 

Here is a paper on ‘Legal Professionals of the Future: Their Ethos, Role and Skills’ written in Australia. 

Here is a report on Foresight Africa. Here is another article that says the 21st century will most likely belong to 

China as the Chinese Century. But with a rapid increase in Chinese investment and African innovation, the 

22nd century may see the dawn of the African Century. 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
Autonomous Venturing in the Private Sector  Businesses, as independent organizations in the marketplace, are most inclined to 

favour autonomous venturing, much of this championed by creative entrepreneurs who develop new products, services, 

infrastructures, and technologies that provide the means to reduce global warming.’ 

3 A bright future is based on the hopes and dreams shared by museum people when we asked, “What’s the best future you can 

imagine?” Exploring optimistic outcomes helps organizations test their assumptions, build alignment among stakeholders, and identify 

actions they can take to make their own vision of a bright future come true. 

A dark future embodies the fears that haunt museum people in the middle of the night. Thinking about worst-case outcomes can 

actually be empowering. Events that at first glance seem to presage the end of the world may turn out to be manageable when 

confronted with reason and ingenuity. Besides, dark futures make for compelling storytelling and can energize planning by capturing 

participants’ imaginations. 

An equilibrium might result from existing limits and challenges as they play out in coming decades. This scenario reflects people’s 

common unconscious assumption that the future will be pretty much like the present, only more so. The details are based on 

credible, mainstream forecasts on topics ranging from the economy to demographics to climate change. (This scenario was the 

jumping-off point for Museum 2040, an issue of the Alliance’s Museum magazine that explored how museums might thrive in this 

version of the future.) 

Finally, a wild card illustrates the kind of low-probability, high-impact event that can disrupt the best-laid plans. Though you shouldn’t 

obsess about these possibilities, including a few wild cards in your museum’s planning deck will help you prepare to respond should 

the best or worst occur. And as you consider how you could handle these disruptions, you may discover actions that improve the 

museum’s performance whether or not a particular wild card comes into play. 

https://www.lloyds.com/news-and-risk-insight/risk-reports/library/technology/networked-world
http://decision-point.com.au/
http://decision-point.com.au/
https://cimss.ssec.wisc.edu/goes/blog/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/190225_himawari8_infrared_Wutip_anim.mp4
https://cimss.ssec.wisc.edu/goes/blog/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/190225_himawari8_infrared_Wutip_anim.mp4
https://www.aam-us.org/programs/center-for-the-future-of-museums/trendswatch-2018-the-planning-edition/
https://www.aam-us.org/2018/07/06/our-bright-future-idealists-and-pragmatists-work-together-to-build-a-sustainable-world/
https://www.aam-us.org/2018/07/06/our-bright-future-idealists-and-pragmatists-work-together-to-build-a-sustainable-world/
https://www.aam-us.org/2018/08/13/fragmentation/
https://www.aam-us.org/2018/09/26/a-new-equilibrium-making-the-best-of-a-world-thats-a-lot-like-today-only-more-so/
https://www.aam-us.org/2018/09/26/a-new-equilibrium-making-the-best-of-a-world-thats-a-lot-like-today-only-more-so/
https://www.aam-us.org/2018/10/23/wild-times-in-which-social-service-nonprofits-save-the-day/
https://www.aam-us.org/2018/10/23/wild-times-in-which-social-service-nonprofits-save-the-day/
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3315855
https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/BLS18234_BRO_book_007_WEB1.pdf
https://qz.com/1550626/chinas-investment-will-allow-africa-to-lead-the-22nd-century/
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The BBC is offering a series of web articles on what they dub ‘deep civilisation.’ One article asks ‘Are we on 

the road to civilisation collapse?’ Series link: http://www.bbc.com/future/columns/deep-civilisation 

A Euromonitor paper Commerce 2040: Revolutionary Tech Will Boost Consumer Engagement explores what 

entertainment venues, homes and stores might look like in 2040 (download link.)   

Future of Work Drivers 

This framework looks at the question “the future of work, to what end?” from the perspective of customers, 

workforces, and companies (rows). Three primary drivers (columns) — cost, value, and meaning — shape the 

decision-making used to achieve these ends. 

 

COST: SEEK TO OPTIMIZE 

EFFICIENCY 

VALUE: SEEK TO EXPAND 

OPPORTUNITIES 

MEANING: SEEK TO MAKE A 

DIFFERENCE THAT 

MATTERS/MOTIVATES 

Customers Acquire product or service 

for minimal resources 

Satisfy known and unmet needs Achieve aspirations for oneself 

and others 

Workforce Reduce effort and time 

required for work 

Develop skills/capabilities and 

potential for future advancement 

Connect to a larger purpose and 

do work that achieves more of my 

potential 

Company Operate faster and 

cheaper 

Grow revenues and expand margins Articulate a purpose that matters 

across stakeholders 

Source: Deloitte Analysis 

 

Defining Scenarios  

 

Resource: The Actionable Futures Toolkit is a set of canvases made to work for you in building and aligning a 

future for an organisation, service or a product. The toolkit consists of three parts: Worldbuilding, Predictive 

Analysis and the Optimal Futures.  

 

Health  

A new study suggests that there has been a 50% global reduction in sperm quality in the past 80 years. Due to 

two chemical pollutants commonly found at home. It was retrospectively observed to degrade fertility in both 

men and dogs.  

http://www.bbc.com/future/story/20190218-are-we-on-the-road-to-civilisation-collapse
http://www.bbc.com/future/columns/deep-civilisation
http://pages.euromonitor.com/dc/HSWLzdhrF6VPxeuun0OZNO3G9qgAkPnrHVDxDxCXTOh08hhlkAWHYWwWqV5sfJhFvyyswmtdUt0HtC7C14B6u7HZJgMoqsS6zZj1qv8KJxT6wu-TdlcEFuaoPjZU86AmFWqzq5NYCz-hCdDfE0b7az3B7RaZkPDveSu24_p918J-dZnVGznGgXBAhCkf4lh5BuiUJZAalXi04v6_T1WskOrd8XA67goh_B9g8PXqfcMc7CEsTSziL6P4jatw2vsz3sm_lgRlOJsRV0zqfZWi6AubYz63RFDH6oHzu3AZvPY=/NO00OKIn001ybQK2fBT0s3t
https://futures.nordkapp.fi/worldbuilding/
https://futures.nordkapp.fi/predictive-analysis/
https://futures.nordkapp.fi/predictive-analysis/
https://futures.nordkapp.fi/optimal-futures/
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-019-39913-9
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Transmissible vaccines: According to this article scientists are taking a leaf from the virus playbook – they are 

devising vaccines and antiviral therapies that can spread from host to host. An Australian PhD thesis opposing 

immunisation is being critiqued because of its poor standards and it is causing parents to not vaccinate their 

kids. The critique indicates that a ‘failure of academic rigour’ has real-world consequences.’ MMR 

vaccination does not increase risk for autism, or trigger autism in susceptible children  according to a major 

new study of over 600,000 kids over 10 years. 

A study led by the Sax Institute has revealed a new way forward in helping health policy agencies build their 

capacity to use research evidence (in Australia.) 

Gene therapy has been successfully used to halt the most common form of blindness – age-related macular 

degeneration. (A related story, here is another.) 

A longitudinal UK study on the relationship between fruit and 

vegetable consumption and well-being – this could play a role in 

enhancing mental well-being 

A National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER) working paper 

indicates that when students switch to schools with higher levels of 

traffic pollution, they tend to experience declines in test scores, 

more behavioural incidents, and more absences 

The World Health Organization (WHO) listed vaccine hesitancy (the 

delay in acceptance or refusal of vaccines despite their 

availability) as one of its top 10 health threats facing the world in 

2019. 

A study found that higher amounts of greenhouse gas in the 

atmosphere could affect our memory, concentration and 

decision-making abilities. Raised CO2 in workplaces lacking proper 

ventilation is known to make employees more sluggish and less 

able to successfully complete tasks. And climate change is likely to make intellectual impairment a far more 

widespread problem in the decades ahead, according to the researchers. 

A new and ongoing study from the (USA) National Institutes of Health is testing how screen time affects 

children's brains.4 The first brain scans from the study have been analysed, and researchers have concluded 

that children who spend more than seven hours a day on screens experience "premature thinning of the 

cortex." The study also found that children who have more than two hours of screen time a day got lower 

scores on tests focused on thinking and language skills.  

New research says drawing something, rather than taking written notes, lets our memory perform as well as 

that of someone decades younger (memory gets worse as we age.) This includes sketches that took just four 

seconds to draw. 

Researchers analysing soil from Ireland long thought to have medicinal properties have discovered that it 

contains a previously unknown strain of bacteria which is effective against four of the top six superbugs that 

are resistant to antibiotics, including MRSA. Antimicrobial Resistance and the Role of Vaccines Special 

Feature (Free Online) starts with Antimicrobial resistance and the role of vaccines  (several other articles 

available.) 

 

  

                                                           
4 When complete, the study will have followed more than 11,000 children for a decade, monitoring how digital screens like 

smartphones, video games, and tablets are changing the young brain. 

Chttps://watermark.silverchair.com/fdt076.pdf?token=AQECAHi208BE49Ooan9kkhW_Ercy7Dm3ZL_9Cf3qfKAc485ysgAAAk0wggJJBgkqhkiG9w0BBwagggI6MIICNgIBADCCAi8GCSqGSIb3DQEHATAeBglghkgBZQMEAS4wEQQMQp-giB_MNNhcTrgyAgEQgIICALl97Zn2kTRZvy7ZwbITLqLLAd_v_YKE6RCAOX5RpzqYanytB1ztwxeiiR2GjkwHzJsgaJZJ_w71s0yzCP6FuYfnW0FUFqOfSR0B93HpImKHbLF_qzuuvFrZ5QL9a_N_49FGRKtqzqAwxD53aOYXa76KmoC4zSCT0kl_NfLygd4CwDRwWRpbKLvQPYHriKTKSf7jm4Ldn3CQI6bn3lLM8M3Q8lAgxo7tJoQx5byujeRBFgiq4IIcwioinBmZijI3aa4C5-EL7tsVZhX9VXi3bhVh4jQKxF_dK2iLUNyohABiEkJ0Wp-cCRk7vjfh8hDjhdunY46QCimpmsDoeBn_tlPlDRSjX8ec9etE_Uo1Bg_Ze7K_jfJ9Lh3LIw3qSH4TB8kzJ5UA5ft7yt4UZX2YX8YTtTKGl1X1H9dBLfsiP53M8EnZDTLEmUgSjve4gm32bMfWEKuAwtm1yJH-zWkLOeAz1Yhx5p5hCtdIU_QmumJGyXV0zQRUfX_BzVRHxOtvPfoMtqoY4fjiHwaEFdo3-e9XIHukSPLhySnvgGnfFCOnlsUiu962vM7OOnnDr1SHVhtLekIqoAyb9gj_eDX5UdQ77d0mdwM-wshpCWB2n-fGL8mhn5kUblIq88ti7fl5w72e-HF7iRHI_yhfiPRKD1Pqi2s5wZ7OE8fs6jApXJjT
https://www.popsci.com/contagious-vaccine-virus
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0264410X18316955
https://annals.org/aim/fullarticle/2727726/measles-mumps-rubella-vaccination-autism-nationwide-cohort-study
https://health-policy-systems.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12961-018-0408-8
https://dmtrk.net/2PXJ-UEBO-VP6BP-HQFMO-1/c.aspx
https://mosaicscience.com/story/gene-therapy-treatment-clinical-trial-immunity-aav-haemophilia-geneitc-disorder/?utm_source=email&utm_medium=o-mosaic&utm_campaign=newsletterbutton&dm_i=2PXJ,UEBO,VP6BP,359C1,1
https://newatlas.com/amd-gene-therapy-surgery-halt-blindness/58554/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2019-02-20%20234241%20Australia%20Daily%20Basic%202019-02-20%20234642%20Samsungs%20folding%20phone%20is%20official%20and%20is%20joined%20by%20the%20Galaxy%20S10%20flagships&utm_content=2019-02-20%20234241%20Australia%20Daily%20Basic%202019-02-20%20234642%20Samsungs%20folding%20phone%20is%20official%20and%20is%20joined%20by%20the%20Galaxy%20S10%20flagships+CID_73b3143714edcad8e2bc5ae119af3c1c&utm_source=Campaign%20Monitor&utm_term=Read%20more
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0277953618306907?via%3Dihub
https://www.nber.org/papers/w25489
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0143624418790129?journalCode=bsea&
https://abcdstudy.org/index.html
https://www.tandfonline.com/eprint/ftW84IyrnRdYICuwewdP/full
https://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2018-12/su-bfi122718.php#.XCgLFycUoTx.twitter
http://www.pnas.org/content/115/51/12868.extract.html?etoc
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Innovation 

Here is a story about ‘The Accidental Invention of Bubble Wrap.’ 

This study looks at whether AI and crowdsourcing can together improve the rate of innovation. [Analogy is 

one source of innovation (e.g. using origami to learn how to fold a large solar array on a rocket.) Analogy is 

the ability to find and apply deep structural patterns across domains.] 

This article raises the question: Is evidence-based policy preventing us from innovating and collecting any 

new evidence or insights about what might actually work? 

Small teams delve more deeply into the past, drawing inspiration from older ideas that may have long been 

ignored, while large teams tend to build on yesterday's hits. Also – here – large and small teams produce 

different types of breakthroughs, according to an analysis of 50 million patents, software products, and 

academic papers. “The large teams garner more impact, but it is the small teams that are systematically 

more disruptive.” 

Download a copy of the inaugural European Creativity Report. 

 

 

Nudges 

Here is an article on 

‘building better 

behavioural economics 

teams.’ 

There’s more to nudges 

than the choice 

architecture.  Don’t 

overlook the 

environment. This 

economic psychology 

paper systematically 

examines how the 

environment can mess 

up a nudge. (see 

Figure) 

Nudge, dark nudge, 

sludge and dealing 

with the ethics of 

https://www.smithsonianmag.com/innovation/accidental-invention-bubble-wrap-180971325/?utm_source=smithsoniansciandnat&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=201902-science&spMailingID=38929891&spUserID=MTc4OTc4OTEyMTE0S0&spJobID=1461780894&spReportId=MTQ2MTc4MDg5NAS2
https://www.pnas.org/content/early/2019/01/29/1807185116
https://www.pnas.org/content/early/2019/01/29/1807185116
https://www.centreforpublicimpact.org/sub-prime-evidence-evidence-based-policy-facing-crisis/
https://www.theatlantic.com/science/archive/2019/02/why-small-science-still-matters/582685/
https://insight.kellogg.northwestern.edu/article/small-vs-large-research-teams?utm_source=subscriber&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=boomtrainmailer022019&bt_ee=%2BpioKMQfftV9xUVWWc4E8oKRp47lOuDPsM3Z9k4EHXDLm%2BkUSz0oMr2oU5uyuV9u&bt_ts=1550707806062
https://www.eurobest.com/
http://behavioralscientist.org/when-everything-looks-like-a-nail-building-better-behavioral-economics-teams/
http://abc-webstudy.mpib-berlin.mpg.de/meder/papers/Meder%20et%20al%202018%20Journal%20of%20Economic%20Psychology.pdf
https://apolitical.co/solution_article/singapore-made-innovation-go-viral-in-its-civil-service/?utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&utm_content=68715715&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-8C5W1vmRue1glH-SeHxBm6T5pnfmr9ft1GWijVNEk29ouTUVyipmhPJ2gLJ0_QlwYyR-ko7gKxFV6rLRMWukzWUSdlH60wsX1cn-Pi6tMjWpTRQzk&_hsmi=68715715
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behavioural economics – column. 

Researchers found that sending personalised letters telling families how much school their children had 

missed reduced chronic absenteeism by 14.9% (in the 10 school districts they studied). 

The welfare effects of Nudges: A Case Study of Energy Use Social Comparisons (they’re overstated.) 

 

Rural  

This research identifies how rural communities in WA are addressing the challenges of recruiting and retaining 

volunteers at a time of unprecedented demographic change and increasing pressure on the rural volunteer 

workforce. 

There is a New York Times piece on rural issues and futures (USA perspective.)  The author tentatively 

concludes rural America is not saveable – he wants to accelerate immigration from the country to the city 

and he likes the idea of rewilding rural areas.  

Senate Rural and Regional Affairs and Transport References Committee, Parliament of Australia report on ‘The 

independence of regulatory decisions made by the Australian Pesticides and Veterinary Medicines Authority’ 

(APVMA): report (1 Feb 2019.) 

The United Nations warned food security and rural jobs are under threat from loss of biodiversity. The Food 

and Agriculture Organization (FAO) (dramatic loss of biodiversity = that plants and animals that give us food, 

plus the organisms that support food production by pollinating plants, keeping soil fertile, and so on.) The FAO 

on Friday published its first report into the state of the world’s biodiversity, warning that the losses threaten our 

food, livelihoods, health and environment. And once that biodiversity is lost, it isn’t coming back. Rapid 

population and economic growth are destroying biological diversity – a study says an effective nature 

conservation policy needs concepts against population growth and for sustainable consumption. 

 

Science & Technology  

Engineers at MIT have created a technique for embedding 

nanoparticles into plant leaves that make them emit a dim 

light (i.e. a replacement to lighting.) 

Blockchains are now getting hacked. 

Plan S is an initiative of an international consortium of research 

funders known as cOAlition S. Plan S aims to make scientific 

publications resulting from publicly funded research by 

national and European research councils and funding bodies 

directly available in open access journals or platforms after 1 

January 2020. Plan S stipulates that all articles should be 

published in open access mode only, with no paywalls (including in hybrid journals.)  

There is a brand-new model of the periodic table of elements by the European Chemical Society. It predicts 

which elements will disappear in the next 100 years. Many of the most-threatened elements are being used 

to manufacture tech-heavy devices like computers and smartphones. 

Here is a simple guide to CRISPR.  

At least 14 UK police forces have used or intend to use discriminatory computer programs to predict where 

crime will be committed and by whom, according to new research published today by Liberty. 

A warning was issued in December by the United States. The United States, Britain, Australia, New Zealand 

and Canada, are called the Five Eyes nations that broadly share intelligence. These close intelligence 

partners have quietly warned technology firms that they will demand ‘lawful access' to all encrypted emails, 

text messages and voice communications, threatening to compel compliance if the private companies 

refuse to voluntarily provide the information to the governments.  

Scientists based at Los Alamos National Laboratory published two papers Monday in the journal Nature 

Geoscience reporting what they say could be a breakthrough in predicting earthquakes. Paper 1, Paper 2. 

https://www.begoodblogger.com/home/2018/12/18/nudge-dark-nudges-sludge-and-dealing-with-the-ethics-of-be
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.3102/0002831218772274?journalCode=aera
https://www.aeaweb.org/articles?id=10.1257/app.20170328
https://apo.us1.list-manage.com/track/click?u=fb065f673c883360df70943fb&id=497bf27104&e=344f76da1b
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/12/14/opinion/rural-america-trump-decline.html?smid=pl-share
https://apo.org.au/node/84183
https://apo.org.au/node/62353
https://apo.org.au/sites/default/files/resource-files/2019/02/apo-nid218171-1282346.pdf
http://www.fao.org/state-of-biodiversity-for-food-agriculture/en/
https://www.idiv.de/en/news/news_single_view/news_article/biodiversity-7.html
https://twitter.com/mashable/status/1103220422823297024/video/1
https://www.technologyreview.com/s/612974/once-hailed-as-unhackable-blockchains-are-now-getting-hacked/?utm_campaign=site_visitor.unpaid.engagement&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&utm_content=70134377&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-9UsuD1HqMfbPfD4lzj9Y3QtveLG7BoPNVHGVxng9ngHq2U_J0pIDC2tzAl7wnOYatXJWEB9JBoU6D18OfUl8MgSgb5HA&_hsmi=70134377
https://www.coalition-s.org/funders-and-supporters/
https://www.coalition-s.org/feedback/
https://publishingsupport.iopscience.iop.org/questions/what-is-a-hybrid-open-access-journal/
https://www.livescience.com/64596-new-periodic-table-shows-helium-scarcity.html?utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=social
https://www.vox.com/2018/7/23/17594864/crispr-cas9-gene-editing
https://www.libertyhumanrights.org.uk/policy/report-policing-machine
https://www.homeaffairs.gov.au/about/national-security/five-country-ministerial-2018/access-evidence-encryption
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41561-018-0272-8.epdf?referrer_access_token=RVOTM-Lik7qVAPmaLHmY6dRgN0jAjWel9jnR3ZoTv0OT5J4u5SavZNgoMEsNMRweUoHoiSFEVvWt2rlcTdzJVYAEhxvMvjfGtnWAedY3eoHjoW4gvjDZ93QmHAtTrjTSjpJHcnXZavAdaCnwoX7JT2C2Qfa3_qU6bCQcxE9F_sIilGKIN5zxfNl0AOg85nRMxV7sNnzQI1VCULwEClMVbXMdJEb8wBlJOskcdmYgGwLLwbU8iQQDHU4mNHENy5ByLhcctsvfp_-qjEZ8NvxNJrI5TTRgkazOIoQiCcwoewdBirhgfkaIvWVYMJ01Xd0Q40-WDdSUfY3y_B-ClzIsCdwV31lWrkwsx-9r6rV5KWbhsHdliqt7yL20Ay1sCIEgcXx8VpJvFiNh5NNPU2sS8w%3D%3D&tracking_referrer=www.washingtonpost.com
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41561-018-0274-6.epdf?referrer_access_token=nLC18unc6iFY8LqIecUhsNRgN0jAjWel9jnR3ZoTv0MVCBq1iB8iH5RzSr1QIjwlXFryuG79OwTU4-N0xaGllgLkdo6zyP9d-6L3YCRh-lDFspuNTtTQjYke0MJy8Fk2HCTnDPgJiDN5oI5iSxqyJJtciFJorlEmelFgf2C8nlCcRK2-OCrIqRLv9iIm0XLq8j3lnJuYS4Tt2dGs-R2x10x8VIDuB4AeeQSx6nGJOPgguSEajjlvkKTVm9UZZ6BB28qQY9vVq6zRYdy56GM7qqKDYHkp2JELEUNytOfFO7WIzSUCqGC3P-TbaCLrIbaRMm8gYInaxhdNcAbt_QBJkBoHe606YuqBPsFKbiLo9-Yi7saEuiJlQaddnx6tFhYl3YhH3MnnmrGvk1W8Es-VCw%3D%3D&tracking_referrer=www.washingtonpost.com
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MIT analysed 16,625 papers to figure out where AI is headed next. The answer is not clear. The AI narratives 

project (Leverhulme Centre for the Future of Intelligence and the Royal Society) examined which narratives 

currently influence public debates about AI, and how these portrayals might shape public perceptions of the 

capabilities, risks, and benefits of AI technologies - report. Article outtake: Experts say the rise of artificial 

intelligence will make most people better off over the next decade, but many have concerns about how 

advances in AI will affect what it means to be human, to be productive and to exercise free will. Here is a 

timeline (below) and an article on AI controversies in 2018. A related article discusses the complex economics 

of AI. 

 

 

Topbots summarised 10 important AI research papers from 2018 to give you a broad overview of machine 

learning advancements this year. There are many more breakthrough papers worth reading as well.  

Half of the people pursuing careers as scientists at higher education institutions will drop out of the field after 

five years - it used to be 35 years. "There seems to be a broad trend across fields in science: It's increasingly a 

revolving door" – at least in ecology, astronomy and robotics – i.e. a steadily growing temporary workforce of 

lab technicians, research associates, postdoctoral researchers and other supporting scientists. 

This report makes the case for the need to create a community of practitioners invested in exploring and 

building the nascent field of public interest technology.  A paper provides some useful guidance on research 

philosophy, methodology and methods for social sciences in conservation. 

 

Society 

A paper, ‘Losing your temper and your perspective: Anger reduces perspective-taking,’ explores how anger 

and other related emotions can inhibit understanding another’s perspectives in a group setting. It also 

discusses trash-talking, and the impact this type of competitive communication has on an organisation. 

Researchers who asked people in the US their views on politicians who frequently bend the truth found that 

fact-checking had little impact, whereas for Australians it did change their political opinions. 

In the UK age segregation in housing has increased in recent decades, with less likelihood of older and 

younger adults sharing the same residential area. Research shows that age segregation is higher in areas 

where housing is least affordable, potentially challenging social cohesion. 

The Human Generosity Project examines why and how human cooperation makes its way through different 

cultures. 

Poor decision-making is correlated with problematic social media use. 

Since beginning a subsidized childcare program, Quebec has seen the rate of women age 26 to 44 in the 

workforce reach 85 percent, the highest in the world. 

https://www.technologyreview.com/s/612768/we-analyzed-16625-papers-to-figure-out-where-ai-is-headed-next/
http://lcfi.ac.uk/projects/ai-narratives-and-justice/ai-narratives/
http://lcfi.ac.uk/projects/ai-narratives-and-justice/ai-narratives/
http://lcfi.ac.uk/media/uploads/files/AI_Narratives_Report.pdf
http://www.pewinternet.org/2018/12/10/artificial-intelligence-and-the-future-of-humans/
https://medium.com/@AINowInstitute/ai-in-2018-a-year-in-review-8b161ead2b4e
https://www.nesta.org.uk/blog/complex-economics-artificial-intelligence/
https://www.topbots.com/
https://www.pnas.org/content/115/50/12616
file:///C:/Users/Kate/Documents/public%20interest%20technologies.pdf
https://besjournals.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/2041-210X.13126
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0749597816308172?mc_cid=39eba22b3a&mc_eid=d55d296464
https://royalsocietypublishing.org/doi/10.1098/rsos.180593
http://www.cpc.ac.uk/docs/BP45_UnAffordable_housing_and_the_residential_separation_of_age_groups.pdf
http://www.humangenerosity.org/
https://akademiai.com/doi/10.1556/2006.7.2018.138
https://www.citylab.com/equity/2018/12/affordable-daycare-subsidized-child-care-working-mom-quebec/579193/?utm_term=2019-01-03T13%3A59%3A21&utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=social&utm_content=edit-promo&utm_campaign=citylab
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Oxfam’s 2019 report on widening global wealth inequality makes for stark reading. The purpose of the report, 

which the global charity has been producing since 2016, is to highlight just how unequally wealth is distributed 

globally. It uses: The total wealth of the world’s billionaires, as compiled by the Forbes annual Billionaires List; 

and the collective wealth of the world’s poorest people, taken from Credit Suisse’s Global Wealth Report, 

which the bank says is the most comprehensive estimation of country-by-country household wealth available. 

Since last year’s report, moreover, that bottom half has become 11.1% poorer. At the same time, more 

people became billionaires, and the richest billionaires became even richer. 

KPMG have completed an impact assessment of the Maranguka Justice Reinvestment in Bourke – report. 

Seven moral rules – love your family, help your group, return favours, be brave, defer to authority, be fair, and 

respect others’ property – appear to be universal across cultures. 

Personalised Plates Queensland (PPQ) will allow drivers to adorn their number plates with emoji. 

Iceland's changing social landscape - encompassing its common beliefs, values and activities - may affect its 

ability to react to volcanic eruptions – paper. 

This WEF research identified key values that underpin Māori leadership. 

 

Learning resources (professional development) 

There are the 7 kinds of talks we savour most, according to new research. 

Backcasting: Or, how to apply 20:20 hindsight to museum planning – here. 

The first fortnightly edition of the Food Waste CRC eNewsletter has been published. 

This paper examined four decades of study on perfectionism to answer a more basic question: Are 

perfectionists better performers at work? The meta-analysis of 95 studies, conducted from the 1980s to today, 

examined the relationship between perfectionism and factors that impact employees’ effectiveness. These 

studies included nearly 25,000 working-age individuals. The short answer is that perfectionism is a much bigger 

weakness than job  

The World Bank issued a guidance note on Machine learning for disaster risk management. 

365 disaster research articles – here is a  2018 compilation. 

190 universities launched 600 free online courses – list here. 

Check out this new report on the Future of Migration in the EU, including a toolkit for stakeholder discussions, 

interactive workshops, and a board game. 

This infographic by Peter Stoyko shows how they public service design labs work. 

 

 

Next meeting: 4 April 2019 in Canberra 

https://www.oxfam.org.nz/reports/public-good-or-private-wealth
https://www.credit-suisse.com/corporate/en/research/research-institute/global-wealth-report.html
http://justreinvest.org.au/impact-of-maranguka-justice-reinvestment/
https://evolution-institute.org/the-seven-moral-rules-found-all-around-the-world/
https://www.news.com.au/technology/innovation/motoring/queensland-drivers-set-to-get-emoji-number-plates/news-story/ec0fc157acd77a2ac8d79621a1d16b06?utm_campaign=the_download.unpaid.engagement&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&utm_content=70158838&_hsenc=p2ANqtz--_E0bxGXS4mPTN-djuxJop3MBKWmltXFjBU0eOmbXCWNyz9fWsaLzhUizap_AuuL_GWTkVkCJj3P4NviC3RnW88LEhag&_hsmi=70158838
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41599-018-0205-6
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2019/01/five-key-values-of-strong-maori-leadership
https://www.futurity.org/savoring-conversations-2000022/
https://www.aam-us.org/2019/03/06/backcasting-or-how-to-apply-2020-hindsight-to-museum-planning/
https://mailchi.mp/871ddde2bdfe/hello-from
https://psycnet.apa.org/record/2018-27801-001
https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/181222_WorldBank_DisasterRiskManagement_Ebook_D6.pdf
http://www.disaster-ology.com/home/2018/12/26/365-disaster-research-articles
https://qz.com/1437623/600-free-online-courses-you-can-take-from-universities-worldwide/
https://blogs.ec.europa.eu/eupolicylab/tag/future-of-migration/
https://canadiangovernmentexecutive.ca/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Science-Innovation-Labs.pdf

